
 

 

Use Case 

 

 Enterprise Wi-Fi Challenges 
 

 

User Scenario 

 Enterprise mobile users need 

Wi-Fi access to corporate 

intranet. 

Operator Problem 

 Inconsistent user experience 

for Enterprise customers over 

Wi-Fi vs. over mobile network. 

Enterprise Problem 

 Enterprise users cannot access 

premium operator services, 

such as direct intranet access, 

when using Wi-Fi. 

 Security policies require 

intranet access only through a 

secure connection.  

Solution 

 Wi-Fi eXchange creates a 

secure connection and 

consistent experience when 

connected over Wi-Fi 

 Intelligent traffic steering 

allows operators to align 

traffic costs with traffic value. 

 

 

Wi-Fi - the Double Edge Sword  

Many mobile operators have turned to Wi-Fi to offload ever-growing data traffic, 

reduce congestion and strain on operator networks and conserve resources for 

revenue-rich content.  However, while use of Wi-Fi can ease congestion, operators 

lose control of the user experience and may risk new revenue opportunities.  This is 

especially important with high value customers, such as enterprise accounts. The 

following use case describes how Stoke Wi-Fi eXchange™ provides a solution. 

The Operator Challenge 

CellcoOne has a nationwide cellular network.  They have been rated highest in 

customer satisfaction, and have a high level of experience in delivering what 

customers want.  CellcoOne is increasing capacity with LTE build out, but to satisfy 

many of the near-term high data demands, Wi-Fi is used to augment their service 

offerings. CellcoOne’s most important corporate accounts expect to have a consistent 

high quality user experience when accessing CellcoOne services, even when using  

Wi-Fi. 

High Value Enterprise Accounts 

GLOBAL Corporation is an especially valuable and demanding customer.  CellcoOne 

provides global employees direct, secure access (GLOBAL-Direct) from the mobile 

network to GLOBAL’s corporate intranet, as a premium, value-added service.    This is 

accomplished through a dedicated corporate access point name (APN), provisioned 

onto the GLOBAL devices.  This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 1.  

Recently, GLOBAL employees have complained that they cannot use GLOBAL-Direct 

service when on Wi-Fi.  GLOBAL employees use their phones for personal and well as 

business needs, and so drive very high ARPU and also provide significant upsell 

opportunities in addition to the enterprise service revenue.   
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 “Wi-Fi networks route all traffic 

through the internet and do not 

recognize APNs or differentiate 

between services in a way that 

cellular networks can." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.   A direct APN creates a “trusted” connection to corporate intranet. 

For example, Michael, a GLOBAL corporate executive, works in logistics, where fast 

response to urgent customer issues is critical, and corporate security is paramount. All 

new issues and updates are posted only on the corporate intranet, and secured 

access is required.  Michael has one cellphone – and he uses this for work and 

pleasure.  Michael travels and uses Wi-Fi often.  He has complained that the GLOBAL-

Direct service from his mobile handset to the corporate intranet is unavailable over 

Wi-Fi, forcing him to go through a different and more cumbersome authorization and 

authentication process.  He often chooses to use the mobile network instead – 

increasing costs. 

Clearly, this is a service and integration problem that CellcoOne must address 

effectively to retain and grow these high value customers. 

Limited Alternatives 

Wi-Fi networks route all traffic through the internet and do not recognize APNs or 

differentiate between services in the way that cellular networks do.    

GLOBAL corporate policy requires secure access to the intranet.  The direct APN 

access arrangement from CellcoOne is considered a “trusted” network.  However 

access from Wi-Fi networks, is not.  GLOBAL has considered mandating a VPN client 

on mobile devices, but this creates new problems: 

 Using VPN clients on mobile devices can be cumbersome – many 

employees, like Michael, will not activate them and instead use the mobile 

network for intranet access rather than the free Wi-Fi. 

 Once the VPN client is activated with the Wi-FI network, all data traffic will 

be routed via the VPN, through the Internet and to the intranet, regardless 

of whether the final destination is actually a corporate intranet resource. 

Thus the intranet resources are often utilized for personal use or traffic that 
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 “The Stoke Wi-Fi eXchange, 

gateway takes cellular network 

definitions and connections, and 

interfaces them completely to a 

standard Wi-Fi network.  This 

allows subscribers the same user 

experience whether on the Wi-Fi 

or the cellular network."   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

is Internet-bound only. 

Stoke SSX Solution – Integrated Wi-Fi Experience 

The Stoke Wi-Fi eXchange (deployed on the SSX gateway) takes cellular network 

definitions and connections, and interfaces them completely to a standard Wi-Fi 

network.  This allows subscribers the same user experience whether on the Wi-Fi or 

the cellular network.  Corporate subscribers like Michael do not need to launch a VPN 

client or avoid Wi-Fi when accessing the company intranet.  The Stoke Wi-Fi 

eXchange deals with any complexities, routing the traffic to the correct APN or 

Internet destination, maintaining the required secure connection.   

  

Figure 2.  Wi-Fi Exchange maintains a consistent, trusted connection over Wi-Fi.  

The Stoke Wi-Fi eXchange can define large numbers of granular intelligent traffic 

steering options by APN, other destination, session, or even subscriber.  As a stand-

alone gateway with very high capacity processing, updates to definitions can be 

accomplished without impacting throughput or requiring reconfiguration of any other 

core elements – either on-the-fly for each session (i.e. in real-time) or scheduled in 

advance.  

Operator Benefits 

With the Stoke Wi-Fi eXchange, CellcoOne is able to offer GLOBAL corporation a 

consistent user experience for its employees, regardless of access network used.  

In addition, because of the high performance capabilities of the Wi-Fi eXchange, the 

operator is able to more easily offer this value added capability to more, or even 

smaller enterprise customers,  implement more granular traffic criteria than was 

previously feasible and to change it more quickly.   With this in mind, operators can 

now more easily leverage existing mobile core routing infrastructure to define many 

more routing options for its enterprise customers. 
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“The intelligent traffic steering 

capabilities in the Wi-Fi eXchange 

can be extended to other 

subscriber segments and to direct 

traffic to content delivery 

platforms, special events, or other 

high traffic destinations.  This 

allows operators to more fully 

align traffic costs with traffic 

value." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intelligent Traffic Steering 

The flexible, high capacity processing capability of the Stoke Wi-Fi eXchange gives 

operators far more options for defining and implementing routing optimization 

schemes. The Wi-Fi eXchange can maintain thousands of traffic options, defined by 

the operator by any combination of destination, subscriber class, traffic type, and 

other parameters. This includes premium subscriber segments, content delivery 

platforms, special events, or other high volume destinations, either routing through 

the mobile core or directly to the destination.  This allows operators to more fully 

align traffic costs with traffic value and to allocate network resources appropriately.   

The full range of options from the Stoke Wi-Fi eXchange is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.  Wi-Fi eXchange provides highly flexible traffic steering. 

Industry Leadership 

Stoke has three years commercial mobile network experience, testing and deploying 

secure RAN access.   The company began commercial shipments in late 2008 and 

today holds #1 market share in deployed LTE security gateway equipment. We are 

currently engaged in a number of innovative trials and tests with Tier 1 operators to 

validate and expand the use cases for Wi-Fi Integration.  For more information on 

how Wi-Fi can enhance operator opportunities, please contact Stoke sales.   

 


